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“The ‘Little’ Things
You Do Often Make
A Big Difference”

B

oo! Welcome to the
October issue of BB. I
recently read a scary (and
surprising)
report
by
The
Economist
Group/Peppercorn
about content marketing.
Although the study was conducted
with global business executives
(business‐to‐business) there’s no
reason to suggest what I’m about
to reveal will be any different if
you’re selling business‐to‐consumer
(younger people will behave in a
Summary…

Are turned off by content that feels
like a sales pitch

P7: Brain Tracker
Pit Your Wits Against This Month’s Brain
Tracker Challenge

P8: Bet You Didn’t Know

“Never neglect an opportunity for
improvement.”
Sir William Jones

Sumit Agarwal
similar way to
‘Generation Next’ respondents).

They surveyed ‘Generation Next’
executives (those with up to 10 years’
business experience) and ‘Business
Veterans’ (more than 10 years’
experience) about how they consume
content marketing.
I’ve picked out below what I consider
are the highlights and elements of the

Generation Next

Business Veterans

46%

69%

Prefer content in the form of articles

69%

91%

Find research reports useful

30%

65%

Find whitepapers useful

12%

37%

Prefer video content

21%

12%

Prefer other multimedia such as
infographics

12%

24%

Spend at least 4 hours per week
viewing content

31%

57%

Continued on page 2...
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Conduct Successful Performance Reviews
Continued from page 1...
study that will have an impact on
you and your business.
As you can see, your content
marketing should be tailored to
the type of people you’re targeting
to buy your products or services.
For instance, if you target
predominantly ‘Business Veteran’
or older consumers, your content
marketing should re lect that.
For example, you’d structure your
content
so
it
was
more
informative than sales‐based.
You’d write more articles, white
papers and research reports.
You’d minimise video content but
use more infographics and you’d
be more inclined to create more
content rather than less.

“Create your content
to suit your target
market(s)”
It’s insights like this that help you
to build a better business.
Often it’s the ‘little things’ that can
make a big difference to the
success of your business.
More
importantly,
it’s
implementing a number of the
‘little things’ that can lead to a
signi icant improvement in the
performance of your business.
Have a happy (and scary!)
Halloween and here’s to a
successful last quarter of 2017.
SA

P

erformance reviews
are a lot more than a
way to ‘check in’ on
employees. They produce
outcomes that bene it both
the employee and manager.
Most employees don’t like
having a performance review
because they can’t express
their true feelings and they
never seem to have an
outcome that makes them
happy.
But performance reviews
shouldn’t be a dreaded
activity. They aren’t put in
place to make
anyone’s life
worse, but actually to enhance
job performance and give
coaching to areas that need
improvement.
No one should go into a
performance review without
already having an idea on
their performance and what
their employer thinks of it.
BEFORE THE MEETING
Don’t
wait
until
the
performance reviews to tell
employees how you feel
towards their work ethic. If
someone does something
particularly well ‐ praise
them;
if
they
seem
disconnected from their work
– approach them.

This is one way of avoiding
nasty surprises during the
review, as well as looking like
you’ve been taking a back
seat.
Establish the purpose of the
meeting. What do you want
employees to take away?
Reviews are not a one‐way
conversation, but a discussion
for both parties to express
their feelings and see what
changes can be made to
improve the business.
Reviews are a process to take
positive steps.
Send out a form to employees
asking them to answer
questions that can help guide
the meeting. A typical
employee waits for their
review to ask for a pay rise,
job promotion, etc. By getting
a feel before the meeting, you
know what to expect. This
also keeps the meeting
structured, so all important
topics are discussed.
Take these meetings seriously
and your employees will too.
Their answers should be kept
private ‐ and plan the times
and dates of the meetings well
in advance.
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Conduct Successful Performance Reviews
Just have you and the
employee in the room at the
time. Having a room full of
managers is intimidating.
DURING THE MEETING
Start off on a positive note
to reaf irm the employee’s
strengths.
Performance
reviews
are
a
great
opportunity to show how
much you appreciate their
hard work. Give examples of
work they’ve produced, and
don’t just use recent projects.
Be speci ic. Do you like
the
employee’s
attitude?
Friendliness? Writing skills?
Punctuality?
This is the time to celebrate
their strengths, and if you’re
struggling to ind any… then
maybe it’s time to reconsider
their role.
Tell top performers how their
performance has impacted the
business.
Keep the review work‐related.
Maybe you’d prefer some
people to be more talkative,
but you can’t criticise a person
for who they are, only for
what they do at work. Treat
your employees like human
beings.

An effective performance
review requires a two‐way
conversation. Have questions
that require the employee's
input. Questions such as
“What do you think needs to
be involved in our new
product?” This shows the
employee that their opinion
matters and this is a great
exercise to bring out the best
in employees. We can get in
the rut of plodding along in
our roles, but it’s great to have
a reminder that you matter.
The review should be an open
forum for employees to
express what they enjoy and
don’t enjoy about their role.
This is arguably the most
important part of the meeting.
If your employees are
unhappy, you’re in trouble.
Any concerns that they have
should be addressed. (This
can also give you a feel for if
the employee actually enjoys
their job.)
Ask them to say 5 things they
like about their job and 5
things they don’t. This will
encourage the shy ones to
open up without feeling that
they’re opening a can of
worms.
Continued on page 4….

Dumb
Criminals
A Heated Argument
Although you may think detailing
the weekly atrocities of the dumb
criminal world is a career lucrative
enough
to fund my Starbucks
dependence, the sad truth is that
I also work a
part‐time job at a
local burger franchise. There is
enough grease in the kitchen to
make John Travolta experience
PTSD lashbacks, and lies taunt the
employees by procreating in mid‐
air. The worst part, however, was
that the air conditioner was not
working throughout most of the 90
‐degree Georgia summer.
Still, we worked our long hours
as diligently as ever. A man in
Pennsylvania proved himself to be
far less steadfast, and called 911 to
request a repair of his air‐
conditioning unit. According to
Huf ington Post, he claimed he was
having trouble breathing due to the
heat. Unfortunately, this bogus call
endangered a patient experiencing
a real medical emergency at a
nearby
Chinese
restaurant.
Supposedly this is the irksome
caller’s 63rd call over the course of
several years; you’d think
the
operator would know by now that
he’s just blowing hot air.
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Conduct Successful Performance Reviews
Continued from page 3...
Delve into issues that are
important to the employee.
Job satisfaction is the most
important thing to employees,
so discuss ideas that can
increase it.

Really listen to what they’re
saying and see if you can
notice a pattern between all
Are they addressing any
issues that you can help to
resolve? Or that you think
need resolving? How is what
they’re saying
affecting
your business?
Your goal is to make the
employee feel inspired to
work harder after the
meeting,
not
to
feel
unmotivated and down.

passion, etc.

AFTER THE MEETING

Another question that is a
must ask is, “How do you see
your role progressing in the
next year?”
You want your team to love
their career, but if they tell
you
they’d
rather
do
something
completely
different, you know you have
a decision to make. But this is
also a chance to see where
they see their future ‐ if it’s
with you, if they want their
role to change, if they’re
happy not committing to any
work… it’s important you
know.
Don’t end on a bad note. Say
everything that needs to be
said in the meeting.

The worst thing you can do
from now is to just forget
about
everything that was
discussed in the review, or to
have made promises that you
suddenly
realise you can’t
keep.
Stay
in
contact
with
employees who brought up
serious
issues, and
more signi icantly, show that
you support
them by
taking steps to
making a
positive
work
environment.
Email employees a written‐up
copy of the performance
review so they can re lect.

Don’t agree to things you
aren’t 100 percent sure about.
If you promise a pay rise and
don’t
deliver, you’re doing
more
damage than if you
said “no”.
An important question to
employees that is sometimes
overlooked is, “What duties
does your role entail?” This
tells
you what an employee thinks
they’re expected to do. This
answer gives you everything
you need to know about their
job prospects, enjoyment,

Performance reviews should be taken seriously, but they shouldn’t be
intimidating, or employees won’t open up the way you want them to!
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How To Ensure People
Read Your Emails
message to someone for them to read
when they’re ready, people can soon
forget to read it once they actually are
available.
If someone doesn’t reply to your
email, try sending it again early in the
morning, or late at night.
Instead of just writing content that
isn’t time‐sensitive, angle your email
around something that is happening
in the world right now.

Steve Hackney—Helping you to
grow your business quickly

E

mail marketing continues to
rise, and it’s no surprise as
it’s an effective form of
communication where you can
reach out to thousands of people
just by clicking a few buttons.
However, because we all get lots of
emails every day, we become less
tolerant of those we don't expect and
are more likely to press the delete
button than we are to read them
through.
This doesn’t mean you shouldn’t use
email marketing, but you have to
revise your strategy. Here are a few
ways to ensure people read your
emails (and respond to your call to
actions):
1. The time you send the email
really does matter
The typical person checks their email
irst thing in the morning and last
thing at night. Although the idea of
email is to send a non‐intrusive

2. Make your email urgent
It’s not just the time of day you send
the email that matters, but whether
it’s urgent or not. We’re all more likely
to respond to the call to action if there
is a close deadline. Otherwise, you’ll
read it and forget about it.
3. Keep the content short and to the
point
Irrelevant
words
and
long
introductions will just lead people to
scan through and eventually give up
reading the entire thing.
If it takes more than a minute to read,
it’s too long, and if there are lengthy
paragraphs, it’ll get ignored. This goes
without saying, really, but in order for
your email to be read luently, keep
sentences short, include subheadings,
keep paragraphs to just a few lines,
and include plenty of space between
each paragraph.
4. Be clear about what you’re
asking for
An email that has no call to action
won’t help your business to grow.
Having a goal from your reader is

Cryptic
Puzzle Of
The Month
On a dark and frosty
morning, you awaken to
ind your light bulb has
blown.
In getting dressed, you
require a pair of socks.
In your drawer you know
that you have 10 pairs of
each colour: red, brown,
and yellow, all mixed up
How many socks do you
have to take out of the
drawer to ensure that you
have a matched pair – the
colour of which you can
check in the bathroom?
ANSWER ON PAGE 7

Continued on page 6...
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How To Ensure People Read Your Emails
essential.
Do you want them to meet with you?
Call you? Book a meeting? Be honest
with yourself about your goals and it
will help to angle the email. Or the
reader will be left asking “What now?”
5. Get your subject lines right
You should spend more time
composing a subject line than writing
the email itself, because most people
decide to open an email based on the
content in the subject line.
The most important thing is to keep
them personal and not generic. You
won’t stand out against the 100 other
emails they’ll receive that day if you
don’t.
How do you keep them personal?
Make sure you’re sending the
recipient an email they will care about
and relate to. Before you hit send, ask
yourself, ‘Will this person want to
know this?’
The same goes for the email itself.
‘Dear sir/madam’ or ‘To whom it may
concern’ makes it obvious that you’re
mass‐sending this email. Use the
person’s name.
Don’t forget about yourself either. On
the ‘from’ ield, use your name and not
your irm’s name… just like you

wouldn’t direct the email to the
recipient’s company.
It’s tempting to use words you think
will lure people in, such as ‘free’,
‘reminder’ and ‘percent off’. Spam
ilters work by picking out words such
as these, so avoid using them in your
subject lines.
Keep it to 50 characters or less ‐ and
using a question will help to urge
people to open the email. Using
capitals looks like you’re trying too
hard to get attention, so keep these to
a minimum.
When it comes to sending the next
email to the recipient, change the
subject line so it isn’t too similar to
the previous one, or your emails
become
predictable
and
lack
originality.
6. Make everything about your
team
If people wanted to read about your
irm and what services you offer, they
could just visit your website.
How is what you’re writing bene icial
to others? People won’t respond if
they don’t see how it will make their
life easier/better.

7. Convey a clear call to action
Your email should have a clear
objective. If people just read your
email
and
that’s
it,
you’ve
missed a huge opportunity.
In the irst paragraph include what it
is you are asking for, but don’t ask or
expect too much.
Feel free to ask the person how they
are, or questions about their irm that
prompt a reply.
Even if you’ve done everything listed
here, you should still measure how
many people have opened the emails
and the response rate you get. If
people aren’t opening your emails,
you can try testing different subject
lines and sending them at different
times.
Conclusion
Test everything and try again! Hook
your reader from the beginning to
keep them until the end of the email.
Always keep in mind that you want
your reader to do something with
your email, and not just read it and
nothing else. Whether it’s to use your
service, book a meeting, etc., give
them a reason to.

Super Referral Program
We have created our Referral Scheme to reward our clients for recommending
us. We will pay you £100 when your referral has joined up to one of our
packages and paid their irst month's fees. Even if your referral decides not to
join us we will still give you a gift voucher as a thank you for recommending
DNS. Although we think this is a very generous amount we have decided that it
is not enough so we have added an additional twist to our referral scheme!
Not only do you receive £100 as a referral fee, but we also want to offer you
something extra to make it even sweeter.
If 3 of your referrals join DNS in 2017 you get 50% discount off your fees
for Jan 18 to Dec 18.
If 5 of your referrals join DNS in 2017 you get 100% discount off your fees
for Jan 18 to Dec 18.
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What Clients Say About
DNS Accountants
“Best Accountant Ever”

“Very Pleased with the service”

“Ankit Sharma has done a great
job
with
my
account.
He spent around 4 hours on
Saturday to clarify my queries.
He was very calm and answered
all questions and advised me
the
best
way
forward.

“I'm very pleased with the
service, thank you. Particularly
pleased with how Muhammad's
expertise and attention to
detail.”
Ms. Lora Asparuhova Sivova
Beaumont Swiss Limited

Brain Tracker:
How Many
Words Can
You Find?

“I’m
really
pleased
Best accountant ever I have
worked
with
so
far “Very Professional and Support is
Timely”
Thank you for all the help and
support .”
“I am very happy with the
Deepika Varaganti
services extended to me by
Capsi It Solutions Limited
Using the BrainTracker grid
DNS.
below, how many words can
you ind? Each word must
“The approach of the entire
contain the central F and no
team is very professional and
letter can be used twice, but,
support is very timely. Kindly
the letters do not have to be
share these comments with
connected. Proper nouns are
Sumit
Agarwal.
I
was
not allowed, but, plurals are.
apprehensive to begin the
Can you ind the nine letter
contract but I have been very
word?
positively
in luenced.
Excellent: 28 words. Good: 22
“A special mention for Sahil, words. Average: 19 words.
We are experts at helping our clients
who
has
always
been
inancially manage and grow their
supportive
and
a
patient
business!
listener. If DNS has more people
like him, your team will go very
far.”
Sudeep Mathur
CRYPTIC PUZZLE
PGSM Consulting Ltd
ANSWER

4 socks.
This will give a pair of socks
in a random colour.
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Bet You Didn’t Know

Ask Us About Our Unique Accounting Services...

 Over 500 meteorites hit the Earth each
year.

 An egg contains every vitamin
except vitamin C.
 111,111,111 x 111,111,111
12,345,678,987,654,321.

=

Key Services:
Business Start‐up Service
Tax Planning
Company Accounts
Self Assessment Tax Returns

 Gold never erodes.

Construction Industry Scheme

 Tennis was originally played with
bare hands.

Landlord Property Tax

 Oak trees don't produce acorns until
they are 50 years old.

Payroll

 It takes 40 minutes to hard‐boil an
ostrich egg.
 According to the old English time
system, a moment is one and a half
minutes.
 Each red blood cell lives an average
of 4 months and travels between the
lungs and other tissue 75,000 times
before returning to bone marrow to
die.

VAT

Bookkeeping
Other Unique Bene its:
 Small Business and Contractor Experts
 Award Winning Accountants
 Free Online Accounting Software
 Expert In‐house Tax Consultants
 No Penalty Guarantee

CALL US ON 03300 886686 TO ARRANGE
A FREE NO OBLIGATION MEETING

Our Contact Details:
DNS Accountants
46 Station Road
North Harrow
Middlesex HA2 7SE
Tel: 03300 886686
Email: info@dnsaccountants.co.uk
www.dnsaccountants.co.uk

© Copyright DNS Accountants
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